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ABSTRACT 

Accurate engmeermg cost estunates are cntlcal rn 
developmg hds for new work and for effecnve resource 
allwanon and pro~ect controi. Thts study reports on des@ 
emrnmng methods found in the literature, aud on the 
results of two empixid studies of how esamamg 
technxques are used in prdessxonal pracace and therr 
accuracyo The study kund great reliance on a ciasac 
“acmrity analysts’’ approach to estunaMg design resources, 
and stgnrsCant hazards in commonly used paramemc 
techques. The study found that project managers expect 
thev emnates to be accurate (wth. 80% confidence 
interval) of between -10% to +25%. The study also found 
that actual hds bemeen engineering firms bad a much 
greater range (4% to +45%) than can be explaxned by 
estmamg accuracy. Perhaps most importantly, the study 
found that none of the sampled deagn firms used 
prQbabrlisac techruques to optlrmze thev pqect hds or to 
manage h c i a l  nsk in view of the mcertaanty of theu 
estrmates. The study concludes wth techniques to reduce 
nsb; and recommended future sandy. 

INTRODUCIION 

As more and more engineering firms are driven into 
competitive bidding for new project Fyorls accurate design 
esumates become cntid to the iinancial success of the 
firm. Becauseprofitmarginsare oftenslim intoday‘s 
business environment, accurate project estimates are vital 
for a desrgn contract bid to be both competitive yet 
prdtable. Even in noncompetitive situations, accurate 

estimates are needed to enable efficient allocation of the 
W ’ s  limited resources - and to set realistic project 
schedules and measure design team performance. Ths  
paper characterizes the state of estimaung enweering 
costs. and can help project leaders manage financial risk by 
avoiding common hazards of current design estimaung 
methods. 

RESEARCH GOALS 

Our investigation focused on four questions: 

(I) What methods of engineering design cost estimating are 
described in the literature? 

(2) What estimathg methods are actually used in 
profesSional design practice, aud how is the estimate used in 
Preparing bids and for project control? 

(3) What is the perceived and actuai level of accuracy of 
deslgn cost estimates? 

(4) What conciusions can be drawn to increase the accuracy 
of estimates and the resulting design bids? 

LITERATURE SURVEY RESULTS 

Three basic appruaches for estimating enweering design 
costs were discovered in this study [1,6,9,10,11,13]. These 
include conceptual estimates, detailed “activity analysis” 
approaches, and a variety of paramemc tools that forecast 



design costs based on other measures such as process 
equipment or construction cost. A number of authors and 
sources [2,3,5,4,7,8,9,11,14] have developed a variety of 
parametric tools, often called “fee-curves”. See Figure 1. 
We found hazards in their use including (a) poor of 
definition of design tasks included in such curves, and (b) 
the fact that such curves were often based on very old cost 
data. Also we found that construction cost escalation factors 
are often not properly accounted for 
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Agure 1: Design Cost Based on Construction Cost 

in these parametric tools. Furthermore, changing 
technology may well have altered the basic cost 
relationships that the curves seek to predict. 

Overall, the literature on design cost estimating is 
charactemed by a lack of empirical data For example, 
only two very limited studies [4,14] were found on the 
important topic of estimating accuracy. Both are somewhat 
controversial because ‘‘accuracy” was delined as ‘trariance 
fiom the low bid”, introducing a systematic bias. Related 
studies on construction cost estimating suggest that 
accuracy improves with experience of the estimator, 
simplicity of the project, number of task that the project is 
broken into, and the use of probabilistic techniques. 
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EMPIRICAL STUDY RESULTS 

An important aspect of our study was to gain an 
understanding about how cost estimates are actually 

developed and used in today’s engmeering firm. We 
performed two empirical studes. 
Study #1- Design Firm Estimating Practices 

The first study investigated the estimating methods, 
accuracy expectations, and project control uses of 
engineering design estimates. Our method involved a 
detailed structured interview of project managers 
representing eight architecturatlengineering design firms 
focused on building construction and modification projects. 

The study found that 72% of the projects among the 
surveyed firms were based on lump sum or limited 
maximum fee contracts. This supports the hypothesis that 
accurate engineering estimates are increasingly important to 
the success of engineering firms. 

The study found a great reliance on the classic “activity 
analysis” approach to resource estimating, with a 
breakdown of projects into only a dozen or fewer component 
tasks. About 50% of the time, project managers drawing 
estimates are used to derive workhours. However, there 
were no consistently accepted guidelines for converting 
drawings to workhours. Only one of the eight firms reported 
that the project manager truly had access to historical data 
that would allow a “benchmark” comparison to past similar 
projects as an aid in developing new estimates. 

We found that in malung task resource estimates, project 
managers rely heavily on their own experience, judgment, 
and personal memory of previous similar projects. 

Simple parametric tests based on expected construction cost 
were found in common use, but only as informal cross- 
checks of the primary estimate. More importantly, a 
common error was made in applying these “rules of 
thumb” to construction cost data that was not escalated from 
the baseline stuciy often &ne ten or more years earlier. 

All eight fhns reported that actual workhours were 
monitored against the project estimate. Five of the firms 
(63%) reported that projects were broken into detailed tasks 
(WBS) which enabled more detailed project control. 

The study found that project managers typically expected 
their estimates to be accurate (with an 80% confidence 
interval) within a range of -10% to +25% of the expected 
value. See Figure 2. 
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Perceived Estimate 
Accuracy 

manager’s “perceived accuracy” of design estimates. There 
appears to be a great difference between the normal random 
error in estimating and the actual bids between companies. 
Indeed, a chi-square test indicates that the variance of the 
37 bid estimates is si@cantly Merent fiom the 
“perceived accuracy” variance by a very wide margm 
(P<O.OOOS). 

The literature suggests that differences between firms in 
related project experience, the expected efficiency of design 
teams, and even the expected level of client interaction and 
delays may make a substantial difference in estimates. 
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RISK MANAGEMENT CONCLUSIONS . 
Figure 2: Variation of Bid Estimates vs. Perceived 
Accuracy 

From our perspective as industrial engineers, we were 
especially stuck by two observations of this study of 
commercial design firms. First, we were surprised to find no 
effort to quint@ the uncertainty of design resource 
estimates or how this uncertainty might be factored into a 
firm’s dollar bid for new work In all eight of the design 
firms examined in this study, design bids were based on 
single “most likely” estimates of a relatively small number 
of tasks. None of the firms used any computerized tools to 
improve estimate accuracy by accounting for probabilistic 
effects. Our interviews suggested little understanding by 
project managers of the financial risk this approach exposed 
the firm to, or the loss of opp~rtunity to “optimize” their bid 
based on such quantitative knowledge. 

Study #2 - Range of Design Bids 

A study was undertaken to assess the range and distribution 
of design wrkhour estimates developed by Merent fums 
in bidding on a Sample of architecturaVengineering 
projects. The purpose of this study was to quant@ the 
actual range of workhour estimates developed by competing 
firms for specific design projects. A study was made of 37 
design workhour estimates obtained for 10 construction 
projects at a particular Midwest aerospace manufacturing 
plant. By selecting bids at a single plant, the authors 
attempted ta “level the playing ground“ among the different 
projects by ensuring that a consistent level of design detail 
was provided to each of eight firms competing in the design 
bids. 

The study found a dramatic range (typically -40% to +45%) 
of estimated design workhours among the competing firms. 
Thls range is illustrated in Figure 2 along with the project 

Based on research concerning both engineering estimates 
and the related area of construction cost estimating, we 
conclude that many engmeering firms can effectively reduce 
the error risk in their design estimates by the following 
actions: 

(1) Probabilistic methods based on “three point” estimates 
for each subtask would provide firms with a more objective 
and quantitative method of establishing their final bid Such 
techniques would allow a firm to manage the risk of 
competitive bidding by enabling an objective decision 
concerning the specific level of risk and profit potential the 
firm desires or can afEord 

(2) Estimates should consist of at least a dozen component 
estimates describing subtasks and engineering disciplines. 
This approach applies the error-reduction advantage of the 
Central Limit Theorem. Research also suggests that errors 
are reduced by “consensus” or group judgments, rather than 
a single estimator. 

(3) Each firm would benefit by maintaining a database of 
simple historical records that “benchmark” a variety of 
project types common to the k n .  Project estimators should 
avoid using personal memory of past projects as the basis 
for estimates. 
(4) When using popular construction cost “fee curves” for 
cross-checks of project estimates, the estimator must venfy 
costs are escalated to current dollars and that the 
engineering tasks are comparable in scope to the model. 

( 5 )  Although it may appear obvious, research shows that 
every design estimate must be prepared by persons with 
specific experience in similar past design projects. Related 
research has shown a strong correlation between 
“experience” of the estimator and accuracy of estimates. 



AREAS OF FUTURE RESEARCH 

Particular research needs were found in the following areas: 

(1) Update and venfy design cost vs. construction cost 
parametric curves. Define confidence limits to add utility to 
this data. Determine adjustment factors to account for the 
variety of engineering tasks (basic final design, and various 
development and post-design activities). 

(2) Develop probabilistic tools, and evaluate their risk 
management potential. 
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(3) Identrfy and quanw sigmficant independent variables 
effecting design cost accuracy. 

(4) Evaluate which estimating methods or combination of 
methods yield the most cost-effective workhour estimate. 

Clearly, many factors S e c t  the accuracy of engineering 
design estimates. These include both technical requirements 
of the project and human performance factors of the design 
team. Perhaps the most effective investigations would be 
performed by a multi-disciplinary team of specialists 
including civil and architectural engineering, construction 
cost estimatin g, human factors, and management sciences. 
A sigmficant opportunity exists for a joint effort among 
academics and professional societies such as the American 
Association of Cost Engineers. 
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